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1. INTR~DUC~~N 
A ring R satisfies the right restricted mi&num condi$ion {right RMC) if and 
only if for every essential right ideal E of R the right R-module R/E is artinian, 
In view of [3, Theorem 21 a module will be calIed perfect if and only if it satisfies 
the descending chain condition on finitely generated submodules. A ring R 
satisfies theright restricted p rfect condition (right RPC) if and only if for every 
essential right ideal E of R the right R-module R/E is perfect, A ring R satisfies 
the right weak restricted prefect condition (right WRPC) if and only if for every 
finitely generated essential right ideal E of R the right R-module R/E is perfect. 
A ring R is called restricted left perfect if and only if for every prime ideal P
which is essential s a right ideal the ring R/P is left perfect (i.e., the right 
R-module R/F is perfect). 
It is clear that if a ring R satisfies theright RMC then it satisfies theright 
RPC, and if it satisfies theright RPC then it satisfies theright WRPC and it is 
restricted left perfect. On the other hand, if a ring R has finite right Goldie 
dimension and satisfies theright WRPC then R satisfies theright RPC (Lemma 
2.8). If k is a field and k[X] and k[X, Y] are the polynomial rings in indeter- 
minates X, Y, let S1 and 8, be the following rings of 2 x 2 matrices: 
and s, = [; 
Then S, satisfies theright WRPC but not the right. RPC and S, is a restricted 
left perfect ring which does not satisfy the right WRPC. 
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A consequence of [2, Lemma 2.13 is that left hereditary right semihereditary 
rings satisfy the right WRPC (see Corollary 2.5). Note that the ring S, above 
is right and left hereditary (and left noetherian) but does not satisfy the right 
RPC (see Lemma 3.8). Faith [6, Theorem 4.31 has shown that if R is a (right 
and left) semihereditary semiprime (right and left) Goldie ring which satisfies 
the right WRPC then R is left noetherian, and hence left hereditary. We shall 
prove (Theorem 4.2) that if R is a piecewise domain (defined in Sect. 3) with 
prime radical N such that (a) N is flat as a right R-module, (b) the ring R/N is 
semihereditary Goldie, and (c) R satisfies the right RPC, then R is left hereditary. 
We mention two consequences of this theorem. If R is a semihereditary right 
Goldie ring with prime radical N such that R/N is left Goldie, then R is left 
hereditary if and only if R satisfies the right WRPC. Second, if R is a semi- 
hereditary Goldie ring, then R is left noetherian (and hence left hereditary) 
if and only if R satisfies the right WRPC. It is not sufficient to suppose that R 
has right-handed conditions only since Cohn [5, Sect. 41 gives an example of a 
local principal right ideal domain which satisfies the right RMC but is not left 
hereditary. 
The bulk of the proof of Theorem 4.2 is a reduction from R to R/N so that 
Faith’s result can be used. Recall that Small [lo, Theorem I] has shown that if R 
is a ring and N is a nilpotent ideal of R such that N is flat as a right R-module 
then the left global (homological) dimensions of the rings R and R/N are related 
by lgld R < lgld (R/N) + 1. If M is a right R-module then we write r.hd,JY 
for the projective dimension of M. We shall prove (Theorem 3.9) that if R is a 
restricted left perfect piecewise domain with prime radical N then rgld R = 
max(rgld (R/N), 1 + r.hd, N}, and, provided N is flat as a right R-module 
and R/N is not semisimple artinian, lgld R = lgld (R/N). 
2. HEREDITARY RINGS AND PERFECT RINGS 
Let R be a ring. An R-module B is bound if and only if B* = Horn (B, R) = 0. 
If M is an R-module then a submodule N of M is called dense in M if and only if 
M/N is bound. An R-module M has ACCd if and only if every ascending chain 
N,CN,CN,_c... of finitely generated submodules Ni of M such that Ni is 
dense in N%+, for all i > 1, terminates. An R-module M has DCC, if and only 
if every descending chain Nr > N, 2 Ns ZJ 1.. of finitely generated submodules 
.A$ of M such that there exists a finitely generated submodule N of of, Ni 
satisfying N is dense in Ni for all i > 1, terminates. A ring R has left AC& if 
and only if the left R-module R has ACC, . Recall the following result of 
Bergman [2, Lemma 2.11. 
LEMMA 2.1. If R is a leff hereditary right semihereditary ting then every free 
left R-module has ACC, and every free right R-module has DCC, . 
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Recall that a ring R has finite right (left) Goldie dimension if and only if every 
direct sum of nonzero right (left) ideals of R has only a finite number of terms. 
If a ring R has finite right Goldie dimension then every essential right ideal 
contains a finitely generated essential right ideal. A ring R is right nonsingular 
if and only if XE # 0 whenever x is a nonzero element and E is an essential 
right ideal of R. The next lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 2.2. Any right semihereditary &tg is right nonsingular. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a right nonsingular ring and M be a right R-module. 
If N is an essential submodule of M then every submodule of M/N is bound. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that M/N is bound. Let f: M/N--z R Ibe an 
R-homomorphism. If m E M and K = (Y E R : mr E N> then K is an essential 
right ideal of R andf(m + N)K = 0. It follows that f = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.4. A left nonsingular &g R with left ACC, satisfies the ascmding 
chain condition on finitely generated essential left ideals. If in addition R has j&z&e 
left Goldie dimension then R is left noetherian. 
Proof, The first part follows from the lemma. To prove that R is left 
noetherian it is sufficient to prove that every essential left ideal is finitely 
generated. If E is an essential left ideal then E contains a finitely generated 
essential left ideal F (say). Since R/F is a noetherian module it follows that E is 
finitely generated. 
COROLLARY 2.5. A left hereditary right semihereditary ring satisfies the right 
WRPC. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1-2.3. 
LEMMA 2.6 (See [9, Theorem 31). I’f a kg R hcls$nite right Goldie dimension, 
then R is left se&hereditary if and only if R is right semihereditafy. 
COROLLARY 2.7, A left hereditary ring with finite right Goldie dimension 
satisJes the right WRPC. 
LEMMA 2.8. If a ring R has jinite right G&die dimension and satisfies the 
right WRPC then R satisJies the right RPC. 
Proof. Let E be an essential right ideal of R and P be a finitely ,generated 
essential right ideal contained in E. Let (a,R + E)jE 2 (a& + E)IE 2 .** be a 
descending chain of cyclic submodules of R/E for elements ai of R. For every 
positive integer n there exist elements rra of R and e, of E such that a,, = 
a,9, + e, . Let fi = 0 and for each n > 1, fn+r = fsrn + e, . Then j-n belongs 
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to E for all n > 1 and (a, - j,)R > (us - j,)R 1 1.e. Since R satisfies the right 
WRPC and F is finitely generated there exists a positive integer k such that 
(a, - fz)R + F = (a,,, - f,,,)R + F = *.a. It follows that (aJ? + E)/E = 
hlR + EYE = a*. and hence that R/E satisfies the descending chain condition 
on cyclic submodules. By [3, Theorem 21, R/E is perfect. 
A ring R is left perfect if and only if R satisfies the descending chain condition 
on principal right ideals. A subset S of a ring R is left T-nilpotent in case for 
every sequence a,, a,, a3 ,... in S there is n such that ~,a, ... a, = 0. Recall 
the following characterization of left perfect rings due to Bass [l, Theorem P]. 
LEMMA 2.9. If R is a ring with Jacobson radical J, then R is left perfect ;f 
and only if J is left T-nilpotent and R/J is semisimple artinian. 
3. PIECEWISE DOMAINS 
A ring R is called a piecewise domain (PWD) if and only if it possesses a 
complete set {ei : 1 < i < n} of orthogonal idempotents such that xy = 0 
implies x = 0 or y = 0 whenever x E e,Re, and y E e,Rej (1 < i, j, k < n). 
These rings were introduced by Gordon and Small who proved the following 
result about their structure [S, Main Theorem p. 5551. 
LEMMA 3.1. If R is a PW’D then 
where each Ri is a prime PWD and each R,? is a left R,-, right R,-bimodule which 
is either a faithful left R,-module or is zero. 
The next two lemmas are also due to Gordon and Small. The first is taken 
from [8, Proposition, Corollary 2, p. 556; Corollary 3, p. 5571 and the second is 
taken from [8, Corollary 5, p. 557; Remark (2) p. 5601. 
LEMMA 3.2. Ij R is a PWD then every nil one-sided ideal of R is nilpotent. 
If N is the prime radical of R then R/N is a semiprime PWD and is a finite direct 
sum of prime PWD’s. 
LEMMA 3.3. If R is a PWD with prime radical N, then lgld (R/N) < lgld R. 
Moreover, if R/N has finite left global dimension then so has R. 
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LEMMA 3.4. If R k a PWD and e is an idempotent elentent ofR such that 
either (1 - e) Re = 0 or eR(l - e) = 0 then the ring eRe is a PWD. 
Proof. If R is a PWD with respect to the idempotents e, f e2 ,..., e, then e 
is a PWD with respect to the idempotents eere, ee,e,..., ee,e. 
If S and T are rings and M is a left S-, right T-bimodule then (S, M, 0, T) 
will denote the ring of “matrices” 
with s in S, t in T, and m in M, under “matrix” addition and multiplication. 
Lemma 3.4 has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Ijc (s, M, 0, T) is a PWD then S and T are both PWD’s. 
Proof. For S take e = (1, 0, 0,O) in the lemma; similarly for T. 
Recall that a ring R with Jacobson radical J is semiprimary ifand only if J is 
nilpotent and R/J is semisimple artinian. 
LEMMA 3.6. If R is a restricted l ft perfect PWD then there xists a semiprimary 
PWD S, a semiprime PWD T and a left S-, right T-bimodule M such that 
R g (S, M, 0, T). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of prime components of 
R/N, where iV is the prime radical of R. If R/N is prime then so is R by [X, 
Corollary p. 5561 and the result is trivial. Now suppose that R = (R,, Rlz, 0, R,) 
in the notation of Lemma 3.1. If RI2 = 0 then A is a semiprime PWD. If 
R,, f 0 and P is the prime ideal (0, R,, , 0, A,) of R then P is an essential 
right ideal of R since P has zero left annihilator. By hypothesis, Rl is a prime 
left perfect PWD and is simple artinian by Lemmas 2.9 and 3.2. Now suppose 
that the number of prime components of R/N is at least 3. By Lemma 3.1, 
R g (Sr , Ml , 0, R,), where S, is a PWD and R, is a prime PWD. By induction 
there exist a semiprimary PWD S, , a semiprime PWD T, , and a left Ss-, 
right T,-bimodule M2 such that S, g (S, , M, , 0, TJ. It follows that there is 
a ring T3 and a left Ss-, right Ta-bimodule Ma such that R g (S, , M3 , 0, T3). 
By Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.5, iV= (Ns , n/r, 0, NJ, where Na is the prime 
radical of the PWD S, and Ns is the prime radical of the PWD T3 r Since 
R/N s (S&V& @ (T,/Ns) it follows by the induction hypothesis that Ts g 
(S, , A$ , 0, X) for some semiprimary PWD S, , semiprime PWD T and left 
S,-, right T-bimodule M4 . Finally there exist a semiprimary ring S of the form 
(S, ,, Ms , 0, S,) and a left S-, right T-bimodule M such that R E (S, M, 0, T). 
By Corollary 3.5, S is a PWD and the result follows. 
Semiprimary rings have only a finite number of maximal ideals. If S is a 
semiprimary ring then p(S) will denote the number of maximal ideals of S. 
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We make the convention that the ring A consisting of zero alone is semiprimary 
and p(A) = 0. The next lemma is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let S be a semiprimury PWD and R be (S, M, 0, T) fey some 
+W, T. Then there exist a simple artinian ying s’ and a ring T’ of the form (27, 
M”, 0, T) such that R is isomorphic to (s’, M’, 0, T’) and S” is a semi$%nary 
PWD with &S”) <p(S). 
LEMMA 3.8. Let S be a semisimple artinian ring and R be (S, M, 0, T) for 
some M, T. Then 
(i) lgld T < lgld R < lgld T + 1; 
(ii) $M # 0 then rgld R = max{rgld T, r.hd, M + 11; 
(iii) if T is not semisimple artinian and M is flat as a right T-module then 
lgld R = lgld T. 
Proof. By [7, p. 3481 we need prove only that if T is not semisimple artinian 
and n/i is flat as a right T-module then lgld R < lgld T. Let E be a left ideal 
of R, let F be the left ideal (a E T : (0, 0, 0, a) E E) of T and let G be the left 
ideal (O,MF,O,F) of R. IfL ={(O,x)ES@M:xEMF}andN = ((s,m)E 
S @ M : (s, m, 0,O) E El then L Z N are S-submodules of S @ M. Since S is 
semisimple artinian there is an S-submodule K of N such that N = L @ K. 
If H = {(s, m, 0,O) : (s, m) E K} then H is a left ideal of R and E = H @ G. 
From [4, Theorem 2.11 it follows that l.hd, H = 0. If e = (0, 0, 0, 1) then 
Re = (0, M, 0, T) and, since M is right T-flat, we deduce that G g Re 6&F 
as left R-modules. It follows that Lhd, G = l.hd, (lie @,F) < I.hd,F. Thus 
l.hd, E < l.hd, F and we conclude that lgld R < lgld T. 
If R is a PWD with prime radical N then lgld (R/N) < lgld R and rgld 
(R/N) < rgld R (L emma 3.3). If R is also restricted left perfect then we have 
the following additional information. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be a restricted left perfect PWD with prime radical N. 
Then 
(i) lgld R < lgld (R/N) + m and rgld R < rgld (R/N) + m, where m is 
the number of simple artinian components in a direct sum decomposition of R/N; 
(ii) ;f R is not semisimple artinian then rgld R = max{rgld (R/N), 
r.hd, N + 1); 
(iii) if R/N is not semisimple artinian and N is jlat as a right R-module 
then lgld R = lgld (R/N); 
(iv) if R/N is not semisimple artinian and N is projective as a right R-module 
then rgld R = rgld (R/N). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.6 there exist a semiprimary PWD S, a semiprime 
PWD T and a left S-, right T-bimodule M such that R z (S, ill, 0, T). Clearly 
N g (I, M, 0, 0), where ] is the Jacobson radical of S, and R/N g IS/J) @ T. 
It follows that lgld (R/N) = lgld T and rgld (R/N) = rgld T. By Lemma 3.7 
and in its notation, R z (S’, iVf’, 0, T’), where S’ is simple artinian, From the 
form of T’ the above argument shows that lgld (T/N’> = lgld T and rgl 
(T’IN’) = rgld T, h w ere N’ is the prime radical of T’. By Lemma 3.8(i), (ii), 
lgld R < lgld T’ + 1 and rgld R = max(rgld T’, r.hdrf M’+ l} < rgld T’+ 1. 
Since R s (S’, M’, 0, T’) it follows that T’ is a restricted left perfect PWD and, 
by induction on the number of simple artinian components in a direct sum 
decomposition of R/N, 1gId T’ < lgld (Y/N’) f (fg - I) and rgld T’ = 
max(rgld (T’/N’), r.hd,, N’ + lf ,( rgld (T/N’) + (m - 1). Thus (i) .follows. 
The prime radical of (S’, M’, 0, T’) is (0, M’, 0, Jvl) and by [4, Theorem 2.2$ 
r.hd, N = r.hd,, (M’ @ N’) = max(r.hd,, M’, r.hdr, N’). Therefore rgld R = 
max{rgld (R/N), r.hd, N f 11, and this proves (ii). It is clear that (iv) 
follows from (ii) and it remains to prove (iii). Suppose that RINis not semisimple 
artinian and N is flat as ,a right R-module. The prime radical of (s’, M’, 0, T’) is 
(0, M’, 0, N’) = (0, M’, 0,O) @ (0, 0, 0, N’) and N is right R-flat implies that 
both of the right ideals (0, M’, 0,O) and (0, 0, 0, N’> are R-flat. Therefore both 
M’ and N’ are flat as right T’-modules. By Lemma 3.8(iii), gld R = lgld T’ 
and by induction lgld T’ = lgld (T/N’) = lgld (R/N). Thus (iii) is proved, 
~OROILARY 3.10. If R is a restricted left perfect PWD with prime radical N 
such that N is flat as a right R-module and R/N is left hereditary then R is left 
hereditary. 
Proof. By the theorem if R/N is not semisimple artinian and by [lo, Theorem 
11 if R/N is semisimple artinian. 
In particular Corollary 3.10 gives that a restricted left perfect PWD with 
prime radical N such that R is right semiherediatry and R/N is left hereditary, 
is left hereditary. Gordon and Small [8, p. 5551 remark that if R is a semihereditary 
right (or left) Goldie ring then R is a PWD. Thus for rings with finite right 
Goldie dimension we have the following characterization of left hereditary rings. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let R be a ring with finite right Gooldie dimension. Then R is 
lejt hereditary if and only if R is a restricted lejt perfect PWD with prime radical 
N such that N is flat as a right R-module and R/N is left hereditary. 
Proof. The sufficiency isgiven by Corollary 3.10. Conversely suppose that 
R is left hereditary. By Lemma 2.6, R is right semihereditary and hence N is 
right R-flat. By Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 2.8, R is restricted left perfect and by 
the above remark R is a PWD. Finally by Lemma 3.3, R/N is left hereditary. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let R be a semihereditavy r&ht Goldie riq with prime 
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radical N. Then R is left hereditary if and only if R/N is left hereditary and R is 
restricted left perfect. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let R be a ring with finite right Goldie dimension. If R is 
left hereditary and not semisimple artinian then rgld R = max(rgld (R/N), 
r.hd, N + l}, where N is the prime radical of R. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.9 and 3.11. 
Note that Theorem 3.9 gives that if R is a restricted left perfect PWD with 
prime radical N then R is right hereditary if and only if R/N is right hereditary 
and N is projective as a right R-module. Note also that it follows from [lo, 
Theorem l] that if R is a semihereditary right Goldie ring then rgld R < rgld 
(R/N) + 1, where again N is the prime radical. 
Next we give a number of examples to illustrate the above results. 
(a) Let Z and Q denote the rings of integers and rational numbers, respec- 
tively, and let R = (Q, Q, 0, Z). Then R is a restricted left perfect PWD with 
prime radical N = (0, Q, 0,O). It is clear that the ring R/N is left and right 
hereditary. The ideal N is right R-flat but is not right R-projective; in fact 
r.hd, N = 1. Thus by Theorem 3.9, lgld R = 1 and rgld R = 2. Note further 
that R is not restricted right perfect, N is left R-projective but rgld R # rgld 
(R/N) (cf. Theorem 3.9(iii)). 
(b) Let k be a field and K[XJ, K[X, YJ be the polynomial rings in indeter- 
minates X, Y. If R = (K[X], K[X, Y], 0, K[XJ then R is a PWD with prime 
radical N = (0, K[X, Y], 0, 0) which is projective both as a left R-module and 
as a right R-module. It can be checked that R is not restricted left perfect, 
R/N is left and right hereditary and lgld R = rgld R = 2. Thus Theorem 3.9 
is not always true for PWD’s which are not restricted left perfect. 
(c) Let D be a division ring which contains a subring A such that A is a free 
associative algebra on two generators over a field. If R = (D, D, 0, A) then 
R is a restricted left perfect PWD with prime radical N = (0, D, 0,O) which is 
not right R-flat. Moreover R/N is left and right hereditary and lgld R = rgld 
R = 2 (see [S, p. 5621 for more details). 
(d) Let K be a field, R[X] the ring of polynomials in an indeterminate X 
over K and K(X) the ring of rational functions in X. If R = (h[X], h(X), 0, h) 
then R is a PWD which satisfies the right WRPC but R is not restricted left 
perfect. The prime radical of R is N = (0, K(X), 0, 0) which is left R-flat and 
right R-projective. The ring R/N is left and right hereditary but lgld R = 2. 
Moreover R is restricted right perfect and rgld R = 1. 
(e) Let k be a field and K[X, , X, ,,.., X,J be the polynomial ring in the 
indeterminates X,, X, ,..., X, . If R = (k, h[X,, X, ,..., X,], 0, h[X,, X, ,..., X,]) 
then R is a PWD with prime radical N which is projective both as a left R- 
module and as a right R-module. The ring R is right noetherian but not left 
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noetherian and by Lemma 3.8, lgld R = rgld R = lgld (R/N) = rgld (R/N) = 9~. 
In particular the case n = 1 gives an examples of a left and right hereditary 
right noetherian ring which is not left noetherian. 
4. RINGS WITH THE RIGHT RPC 
Faith [6, Theorem 4.31 proved the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. If R is a semihereditary semiprime Gold&z kg which satisfies 
the right WRPC then A is left noetherian. 
Combining Corollary 3.10 and Lemma 4.1 gives 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a PWD with prime radical N. If N is flat as a right 
R-module, R/N is a semihereditary Goldie ring, and R satisfies the tight WC, 
then R is left tieditary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be a ring with prime radical N such that R has j&&e 
right Goldie dimension and R/N has finite left Goldie dimension. Then R is left 
hereditary $ and only if R is left semihereditary and R satisjies the right MQUY!. 
Proof. If R is left hereditary then R satisfies theright WRPC by Corollary 2.7. 
Conversely if R is a left semihereditary ing which satisfies theright WRPC 
then N is right R-flat. By [X, Corollary 4, Lemma, p. 5573, R/N is semihereditary 
and by [8, Theorem, p. 5631, R/N is a Goldie ring. Since R satisfies theright 
RPC (Lemma 2.8) it follows by the theorem that R is left hereditary. 
CORQLLARV 4.4. Let R be a semihereditary left Goldie +tg with prime radical 
N such that R/N is right Goldie. If R satisfies the right RX then R is left noetherian. 
Proof. By an argument similar to that used in the proof of Corollary 4.3 it 
can be shown that R is left hereditary. Since R is a left Goldie ring we deduce 
from Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.4 that R is left noetherian. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R be a semihereditary Goldie r&g. Then R is left noetherialz 
if and only if R satisfies the right WRPC. 
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